In this paper, we consider the issue of convergence toward entropy solutions for high order finite volume weighted essentially non-oscillatory (WENO) scheme and discontinuous Galerkin (DG) finite element method approximating scalar nonconvex conservation laws. Although such high order nonlinearly stable schemes can usually converge to entropy solutions of convex conservation laws, convergence may fail for certain nonconvex conservation laws.
Introduction
In this paper, we consider the Cauchy problem of one dimensional scalar conservation laws:
in R.
(1.1)
The unique entropy solution of (1.1) satisfies
in the distribution sense, for any convex entropy function U(u) and its corresponding entropy flux function F (u) satisfying F (u) = U (u)f (u).
If (1.1) is a convex (or concave) conservation law, that is, if f (u) does not change sign,
we would only need the entropy condition (1.2) to be satisfied for one strictly convex entropy in order to determine the unique entropy solution of (1.1). When (1.1) is non-convex, namely when f (u) changes sign, the solution structure of (1.1) is much more complicated. This can already be seen from the simple Riemann problem with the initial condition u 0 (x) = u l , for x < 0, u r , for x ≥ 0.
(1.
3)
The discontinuity at the origin generates a single shock or a rarefaction wave for a convex conservation law, while for nonconvex conservation laws, much more complicated solution structures, sometimes called a compound wave, might be generated. The compound wave involves a sequence of shocks and rarefaction waves and is much harder to be resolved numerically. The entropy solution of the nonconvex Riemann problem can be determined from a convex-hull construction [8] .
Numerical methods for nonlinear hyperbolic equations are expected to be able to efficiently capture the unique entropy solution. It is well known that first order monotone schemes converge to entropy solutions of both convex and nonconvex conservation laws [3] , but with a relatively slow convergence rate. For high order numerical methods, for example the high order finite difference or finite volume WENO schemes [9, 6, 13] and discontinuous Galerkin method [2] , however, very few theoretical results on convergence are available for discontinuous solutions.
The high order finite volume WENO scheme, about which we provide a brief review in section 2.1, is one of the successful high order numerical methods in approximating (1.1).
Based on the idea of adaptive stencils in the reconstruction procedure, WENO schemes would automatically achieve high order accuracy in smooth regions of the solution and an essentially non-oscillatory resolution at the discontinuities. Despite its good numerical performance in many applications, the theoretical proof for its convergence towards the entropy solution is very difficult. Typically, one would need a cell entropy inequality [10] , or a wavewise entropy inequality [17] , together with the total variation bounded (TVB) property of the numerical solutions to imply such convergence. There are counter examples for nonconvex conservation laws [18] , such that high order Godunov schemes would not be able to converge to the entropy solution under the usual time step governed by the CFL condition. For the Godunov schemes under large time steps, convergence is available with up to third order reconstruction operators [11] . Though this convergence result holds for both convex and nonconvex conservation laws in multiple space dimensions, the implementation of the scheme for nonconvex conservation laws and for multiple space dimensions is highly non-trivial.
The discontinuous Galerkin (DG) method is another class of high order numerical methods in approximating (1.1), about which we provide a brief review in section 2.2. It is a finite element method, but uses discontinuous, typically piecewise polynomial functions to form the solution and test spaces, and adopts finite volume techniques including numerical fluxes and limiters. It can be proved that the semi-discrete DG method satisfies a cell entropy inequality for the square entropy [5] , which implies convergence to the unique entropy solution for one dimensional scalar convex conservation laws if it converges. For nonconvex conservation laws, an entropy inequality for a single entropy is not enough to imply convergence to the entropy solution. Examples for which numerical solutions of the DG method fail to converge to the correct entropy solution for nonconvex conservation laws will be demonstrated in section 3.
In this paper, we propose a first order monotone modification in the framework of high order finite volume WENO scheme and the discontinuous Galerkin method to enforce convergence towards the entropy solution. A discontinuity indicator is introduced to avoid the degeneracy of high order accuracy in smooth regions. Based on the idea of a MUSCL type scheme satisfying all the entropy inequalities in [1] , a second order modification with an entropic projection is also proposed for high order numerical schemes.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief review on high order finite volume WENO and discontinuous Galerkin methods. Section 3 demonstrates the performance of different numerical methods for nonconvex conservation laws through several examples.
A first order monotone modification, as well as a second order modification with an entropic projection are proposed for high order numerical methods in section 4 and section 5 respectively. Numerical examples are shown to demonstrate the quality of proposed schemes.
Concluding remarks are given in section 6.
High order numerical methods
In this section, we briefly review two classes of high order numerical schemes, i.e. the high order finite volume WENO scheme and the discontinuous Galerkin method in approximating (1.1). This forms the basis for our discussion in later sections on high order numerical methods. Throughout the paper, we will always use the following notation for the meshes unless otherwise specified. The computational interval is divided into N subintervals, each of which is denoted as a cell
] with the cell center
) and the cell length Δx j = (x j+
). We also denote the maximum cell size as Δx = max j Δx j .
The finite volume WENO scheme
One of the successful high order numerical methods for (1.1) is the class of finite volume WENO method [9, 6, 13] . It approximates the integral version of (1.1) by
whereū j is the approximation to the cell average of the solution over the cell I j
is a monotone numerical flux (non-decreasing in the first argument and non-increasing in the second argument) at the cell boundary x j+ 1 2 . Examples of monotone fluxes include the
which is the least dissipative among all monotone fluxes, and the Lax-Friedrichs flux,
In (2.2), u − j+ 1 2 and u + j+ 1 2 are the reconstructed values of the solution from neighboring cell averages to the left and right of the cell interface x j+ 1 2 . Examples of high order reconstructions include second order MUSCL reconstruction and fifth order WENO reconstruction.
• Second order MUSCL reconstruction [15] .
The reconstructed point values for the second order MUSCL scheme are obtained by • Fifth order WENO reconstruction [6, 13] .
The reconstructed point value for the fifth order WENO scheme is obtained by
where u
j+1/2 are the three third order reconstructions on three different stencils given by
and the nonlinear weights ω m are given by
with the linear weights γ l given by
and the smoothness indicators β l given by
Here ε is a parameter to avoid the denominator to become 0 and is taken as 10 −6 .
The reconstructed point value u + j+1/2 is obtained in a mirror symmetric fashion with respect to x j+1/2 as that for u − j+1/2 . For more details on the reconstruction procedure, we refer to [6, 13] .
The high order Godunov type scheme (see, e.g. [18, 11] for the definition of this scheme that we are using) is a fully discretized version of the finite volume scheme (2.1). It consists of the following three stages to evolve the cell averages fromū n at n-th time level toū n+1 :
1.
Reconstruction: obtain a high order piecewise polynomial reconstruction u n (x) whose cell averages agree with the given cell averagesū n . We denote this reconstruction operator as Re(ū n ). Second order MUSCL and fifth order WENO reconstructions as described above are typical examples of this reconstruction operator.
2. Evolution: evolve u n (x) by the conservation law (1.1) exactly for a time step Δt, to obtain a solutionũ n+1 (x) which is in general not piecewise polynomial anymore. We denote this evolution operator as S Δt (u n ).
3.
Averaging: average the functionũ n+1 (x) to obtain the cell averagesū n+1 at time level n + 1. We denote this averaging operator as A(ũ n+1 ).
The Godunov type scheme, using the notations introduced above, can be described ab-
We remark that the exact evolution step is difficult to implement, however we do not need all the information of this exactly evolved solutionũ n+1 (x), but only its cell averages. Therefore, it is usually possible to implement such Godunov type schemes in an efficient fashion. We refer to [11] for more details.
The discontinuous Galerkin method
Another class of successful high order numerical methods for (1.1) is the discontinuous Galerkin method. The discontinuous Galerkin method is a finite element method using discontinuous piecewise polynomial functions 8) as the solution space and the test space, where P k (I j ) denotes the set of polynomials of degree ≤ k on cell I j . If we adopt a local orthogonal basis over I j , say {v
Δx can be written as 
Here,f j+ .
The DG method is a linear method, hence it cannot capture discontinuities without spurious oscillations when the order of accuracy is higher than one. Typically, nonlinear limiters similar to those used in high resolution finite volume schemes are used to suppress those oscillations. In this paper, we adopt the WENO limiter proposed in [12] . We refer to [12] for the details of the implementation of this WENO limiter.
Total variation diminishing (TVD) Runge-Kutta time discretization
To evolveū j (t) in (2.1) for the finite volume WENO scheme or u (l) j (t) in (2.11) for the DG method in time, we use the third order total variation diminishing (TVD) Runge-Kutta method in [14] . Explicitly, for the system of ODEs u t = L(u), the evolution from u n to u n+1 is obtained through
The details of its implementation can be found in [14] .
3 Examples of scalar nonconvex conservation laws
Examples with good performance of high order schemes
In this subsection, we will give two examples of nonconvex conservation laws for which the high order numerical methods perform nicely and converge to the entropy solutions.
• The Buckley-Leverett Equation. This is a one-dimensional model problem for twophase fluid flow in a porous medium with the application in oil-reservoir simulation.
The conservation law is (1.1) with the flux function given by
and the initial condition given by • Another example. The following example is used in [7] . It is a Riemann problem for the scalar one-dimensional nonconvex conservation laws (1.1) with the flux function given by
and the initial condition given by 
An example of nonconvex conservation laws with poor performance of high order schemes
Despite the good performance of high order numerical methods in the examples demonstrated above, there are also examples for which the performance of high order numerical methods is poor. In this subsection, we will show a nonconvex conservation law, such that many high order numerical schemes do not converge to the unique entropy solution. Indeed, we will show in the following that the numerical solution of the second order finite volume MUSCL scheme, the second order DG method, and the high order Godunov type scheme with fifth order WENO reconstruction and the usual time step governed by the CFL condition, all with the Godunov flux (2.3), would stay stationary on the initial data for a specific sequence of meshes. On the other hand, the correct entropy solution for this case would develop a sequence of shocks and rarefaction waves. the nonconvex flux f (u) defined by
(see the left panel of Figure 3 .3) and the initial condition
The numerical solution stays stationary over the time evolution for a specific sequence of meshes. Therefore, the second order finite volume MUSCL scheme does not converge to the correct entropy solution in this case (the right panel of Figure 3 .
3).
Proof: In order to prove that the numerical solution stays stationary, it is sufficient to prove that the right hand side of (2.1) equals 0 for any j. =f
Therefore, the right hand side of (2.1) equals 0 for all j. This implies that the cell averages u j , hence the numerical solution of the finite volume MUSCL scheme, stays stationary as (3.6) over time.
The correct entropy solution can be solved by the convex hull reconstruction. The entropy solution at the time t = 2 is plotted in the right panel of Figure 3 .3. The discontinuity at the origin in the initial condition generates a shock, a rarefaction wave followed by another shock over time. Clearly the numerical solution of the finite volume MUSCL scheme fails to converge to the correct entropy solution in this case. Indeed, we can easily check that the stationary numerical solution is one of the weak solutions, but not the entropy solution, as it violates the entropy inequality for the convex entropies
This completes the proof. , the semi-discrete DG method is formulated as finding u Δx = u
Initially, from (3.6), we have
By (2.3), it could be easily checked that the Godunov flux
and 1 Proof: The proof is similar to that in [18] , and is thus omitted.
We have shown that the numerical solutions for (1.1)-(3.5) with the initial condition 
and a periodic boundary condition. It is shown, in Figure 3 .8 for the high order finite volume schemes and in Figure 3 .9 for the discontinuous Galerkin methods, that the numerical solution of these high order schemes would not always converge to the entropy solution. One of the rarefaction waves in the compound wave is sometimes missing in the solutions of these high order schemes. 
First order monotone modification
In this section, we propose a first order monotone modification for high order numerical methods. The objective is to maintain high order accuracy in smooth regions and enforce convergence to the entropy solution for general nonconvex conservation laws. The maintenance of high order accuracy is achieved by a carefully designed discontinuity indicator [16] .
Discontinuity indicator
In order to maintain the high order accuracy in smooth regions, we use the discontinuity indicator designed in [16] . Specifically, the discontinuity indicator φ j is defined as
where Hereū j refers to the cell average of the numerical solution on I j in the finite volume scheme and the discontinuous Galerkin method, ε is a small positive number taken as 10 −6 in the code, and u max and u min are the maximum and minimum values ofū j over all cells. The discontinuity indicator φ j has the property that
• φ j is on the order of O(Δx 2 ) in smooth regions.
• φ j is close to O(1) near a strong discontinuity.
Modification on the fifth order finite volume WENO scheme
In this section, we propose a first order modification to the fifth order finite volume WENO scheme. Recall from section 2.1 that the cell averageū j in the finite volume WENO scheme is updated by
in which the numerical fluxf j+ 1 2 =f (u − j+ 1 2 , u + j+ 1 2 ), or more precisely, the reconstructed point values u ± j+ 1 2 at the cell boundaries play an essential role. The modification proposed is based on modifying u ± j+ 1 2 at the cell boundaries. The scheme can be summarized as following, after a suitable initialization to obtainū 0 .
Perform the WENO reconstruction.
At each cell interface, say x j+ 1 2 , reconstruct the point values u ± j+ 1 2 using neighboring cell averagesū n by the fifth order WENO reconstruction procedure described in section 2.1. ), where ∼ū j+1 , indicating a first order monotone scheme is taking the effect at a nonconvex discontinuity region. When a troubled cell boundary is in a smooth region, the modification is obtained with the magnitude at most of the size
Identify the troubled cell boundary
hence it does not affect the fifth order accuracy of the scheme.
Numerical examples are given below to check the maintained order of accuracy for smooth solutions and convergence towards the entropy solution. 
Modification on the discontinuous Galerkin methods
In this subsection, we propose a first order modification to the high order discontinuous Galerkin methods. Recalling from section 2.2, the piecewise polynomial over each cell I j is updated by its moments u at the cell interface are involved in updating the cell average
2. The whole polynomial over I j is involved in updating the higher order moments u (l) j for l ≥ 1 through the integration term on the right hand side of (2.11).
Based on these two observations, a monotone modification for (k + 1)-th (k ≥ 1) order DG methods with WENO limiters is designed as follows. After a suitable initialization,
1. Apply the WENO limiters in the oscillatory troubled cells.
The oscillatory troubled cells refer to those cells where oscillations at discontinuities might occur in high order DG methods. We refer to [12] for the details of identifying such oscillatory troubled cells and reconstructing high order polynomials there by the WENO procedure.
Identify the nonconvex troubled cells.
Criterion 
Evolve the polynomial solution.
• If a cell I j is good, then evolve the polynomial function u Δx | I j by the regular DG method through (2.11).
• Otherwise, evolve the cell average u
), (4.5) where the numerical fluxf j+ at good cell boundaries.
4. Reconstruct the polynomials in the troubled cells.
For a troubled cell I j , where only the cell average is updated, the polynomial is reconstructed from neighboring cell averages in a WENO fashion, as in [12] . No. of Table 4 .3: The L 1 errors and the corresponding orders of accuracy for the modified DG-WENO method with the Godunov flux for (4.4) at the time t = 0.2.
No. of Example 4.6. The nonconvex conservation law (1.1) with f (u) defined in (3.5), the initial condition (3.13) and a periodic boundary condition. As shown in Figure 4 .3, the numerical solutions of the modified schemes converge to the correct entropy solution with much faster convergence rate when compared with the first order monotone scheme. We also test our modified scheme by further refining the numerical mesh. Convergence to the entropy solution is observed.
Second order modification with an entropic projection
A MUSCL type method with an entropic projection, enjoying the cell entropy inequality for all convex entropy functions, is proposed in [1] . This entropy satisfying property for all convex entropy functions is very attractive in the design of high order numerical methods for general nonconvex conservation laws. Based on the idea of this entropic projection, we propose a second order modification for the high order schemes.
Review of the MUSCL method satisfying all the numerical entropy inequalities
The scheme in [1] uses piecewise linear functions as the solution space. Specifically, the numerical solution at time level n can be written as u n =ū n j + s n j ξ j with ξ j =
x−x j Δx j over the cell I j . It consists of two steps to evolve from u n to u n+1 .
1. Exact evolution (T Δt ): Evolve (1.1) exactly for a time step Δt, to obtain a solutioñ u n+1 , which in general is not a piecewise linear function anymore.
2. An entropic projection (P 1 ): Find a second order approximation toũ n+1 by a piecewise linear function u n+1 , satisfying
for all convex entropy functions U(u). Second order reconstruction satisfying (5.1) can be obtained by setting the cell average as
and the slope as
where
The minmod function of g(x) on the interval (a, b) is defined as
In summary, the scheme can be written out in the following abstract form
It enjoys the following convergence theorem as proved in [1] . Comparing with the high order Godunov type schemes (2.7) which may fail to satisfy at least some entropy conditions [18] , the entropic projection (P 1 ), especially, the reconstruction of the slope s n+1 j in (5.3), is crucial to ensure convergence towards the entropy solution.
Theorem 5.1 [1] . Let T = nΔt, u(·, T ) be the exact entropy solution to (1.1) with the
Therefore, the second order MUSCL scheme with the entropic projection (5.6) converges to the unique entropy solution.
Second order schemes with the entropic projection
In this subsection, the entropic projection (P 1 ), or more explicitly, the reconstruction of the slope s and a periodic boundary condition on I j−1 ∪ I j ∪ I j+1 for time Δt. We remark that periodic boundary condition is allowed here as the information outside the domain,
, would not affect the solution on I j after time Δt, which is restricted by the CFL condition. Let I j be uniformly discretized by
, y m+ 1 2 ], δx = y m+ is available in [1] . For general nonconvex flux functions, an efficient implementation for the entropic projection is nontrivial and is worth a further investigation.
In the following, we provide numerical examples of the proposed second order scheme with the entropic projection.
Example 5.1. The nonconvex conservation law (4.4). 
5.3
Second order modification to the fifth order finite volume WENO schemes by the WENO reconstruction procedure. 
Second order modification to the high order discontinuous Galerkin methods
In this subsection, the second order entropic projection is used as a building block to modify high order discontinuous Galerkin methods. The modification follows a similar line as the first order monotone modification presented in section 4.3. The procedure for a (k + 1)-th order discontinuous Galerkin method is outlined as following.
At each time step evolution, we would like to update u j = {u In the following, we provide numerical examples of the modified high order discontinuous
Galerkin methods with the second order entropic projection.
Example 5.7. The nonconvex conservation law (4.4). Example 5.9. The nonconvex conservation law (1.1) with f (u) defined by (3.5), the initial condition (3.13) and a periodic boundary condition. As shown in Figure 5 .4, the high order discontinuous Galerkin method with the second order entropic projection approximates the correct entropy solution very well with relatively coarse meshes. When comparing with the first order modified high order discontinuous Galerkin method (see Figure 4. 3), the performance of the scheme has been greatly improved.
Concluding Remarks
We have investigated the performance of high order numerical methods for general one dimensional scalar nonconvex conservation laws, emphasizing convergence to the discontinuous 
